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Michael Brein's Guide to Honolulu & Oahu by TheBus shows travelers how to go to Honolulu &

Oahu's top 50 visitor attractions by the public bus. The guide shows which bus lines to take, which

stops to board and exit at, and, using about 30 detailed mini-area-walking maps, shows exactly how

to walk from these stops right to the visitor attractions. Additional nearby points of interest are also

indicated on these mini-maps. An ultra-large (very easy to read) official map of Honolulu's transit

system is also provided. The Honolulu guide is concise, compact, and comprehensive and fits in

your pocket (leave the bulky books back in the hotel room!). Michael Brein's Honolulu guide is part

of the world's first and only travel guide series specifically designed to show travelers how to

sightsee the top 50 visitor attractions by public transportation in a variety of the world's most visited

cities.
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#Sightseeing like the locals. U-Bahn, tram, underground, metro, bus ... sometimes the best way to

see a city is by public transportation. Michael Brein s maps include public transit routes and

directions to the top 50 points of interest in cities around the world ...# --United Airlines Hemispheres

In-flight Magazine#Sightseeing like the locals. U-Bahn, tram, underground, metro, bus ... sometimes

the best way to see a city is by public transportation. Michael Brein s maps include public transit

routes and directions to the top 50 points of interest in cities around the world ...# --United Airlines

Hemispheres In-flight Magazine#Sightseeing like the locals. U-Bahn, tram, underground, metro, bus



... sometimes the best way to see a city is by public transportation. Michael Brein s maps include

public transit routes and directions to the top 50 points of interest in cities around the world ...#

--United Airlines Hemispheres In-flight MagazineFor those who want to know where a subway will

take them, there is a new series of city public transit maps packed with information. --New York

TimesIn all my years in travel, I've seen some offbeat things, but when I got a copy of Sightseeing

by Public Transportation I was hooked, fascinated and wondered why no one's done this before.

--On the Road with John Clayton#Sightseeing like the locals. U-Bahn, tram, underground, metro,

bus ... sometimes the best way to see a city is by public transportation. Michael Brein s maps

include public transit routes and directions to the top 50 points of interest in cities around the world

...# --United Airlines Hemispheres In-flight MagazineIn all my years in travel, I've seen some offbeat

things, but when I got a copy of Sightseeing by Public Transportation I was hooked, fascinated and

wondered why no one's done this before. --On the Road with John ClaytonIn all my years in travel,

I've seen some offbeat things, but when I got a copy of Sightseeing by Public Transportation I was

hooked, fascinated and wondered why no one's done this before. --On the Road with John

ClaytonIn all my years in travel, I've seen some offbeat things, but when I got a copy of Sightseeing

by Public Transportation I was hooked, fascinated and wondered why no one's done this before.

--On the Road with John Clayton

Michael Brein is an accomplished Hawaii-based travel writer, adventurer and member of three world

travel adventure clubs. Also known as The Travel Psychologist, Michael Brein publishes the world's

first and only travel guide series to sightseeing by public transportation. He is also working on a

book series on the psychology of travel as revealed through the best travel tales of nearly 1,500

world travelers and adventurers. The Honolulu guide is just one of multiple similar additional

products planned for publication within the next few years. Michael Brein earned his Ph.D. in

psychology as well an MBA at the University of Hawaii.

This map was ridiculous. It assumed the map reader was familiar with Oahu. I needed to find the

Outrigger Reef and to see if The Bus stopped at the reef after picking up passengers at the

Honolulu Airport. Then we needed to know where to catch THEBUS from the Outrigger to get out to

Diamond Head for a walk up the Diamond Head Trail. There was no way we could find this

information from this way overpriced map. :[

We decided to get off the beaten path, and used this guide for a wonderful vacation. Took three or



four different routes.
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